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Foreword

Unprecedented? Tumultuous? Difficult? 

Most of us have struggled throughout 2020 to find the right words to 

describe a year so very different from any other we have known. No 

one could have anticipated how suddenly and severely COVID-19 

would lay waste to our plans and change the world that we live and 

do business in. 

There is no denying that 2020 was an extremely challenging year 

for GroFin and most of our SME clients. Sub-Sahara Africa’s (SSA) 

regional economy plunged into its first recession in 25 years, while 

the combined impact of the pandemic and collapsing oil prices 

dragged down economies across the Middle East and North Africa 

(MENA). The World Bank estimates that between 13 and 50 million 

people in SSA could fall into extreme poverty due to the pandemic, 

while the number of poor in the MENA region could rise by nearly 

22 million. Hidden behind these numbers are the stories of real 

businesses and real entrepreneurs.  

David Byawaka, the owner of Iganga School of Nursing and 

Midwifery in Uganda, had to send his students home for months 

due to COVID-19 regulations. Left with no income, David was 

soon unable to pay his staff’s salaries. The only thing he could 

do was to help them survive by providing them with food parcels. 

David’s story not only demonstrates how deeply many of GroFin’s 

clients care about their communities but also how critical the 

jobs these businesses create are. Since GroFin’s inception, our 

investee businesses have sustained over 84,570 jobs. But how our 

investments enable each of these individuals to feed their families 

has never hit home quite as hard. The impact GroFin creates has 

never been clearer – or more desperately needed.

Although SMEs across the globe were hit extremely 
hard by the pandemic, those in the markets where 
GroFin operates were often forced to face the crisis with 
very little external support – if any. GroFin’s response to 
the pandemic was to shift our focus from making new 
investments to providing more intensive business support 
to existing clients. GroFin evaluated the position of each 
business in our portfolio, including Iganga, to determine 
how we could assist them in surviving and adjusting to the 
reality of COVID-19. This included developing a resilience 
tool kit to guide a detailed discussion with clients on how 
to protect their revenue and reduce their expenses. 

In northern Iraq, with the support of USAID through a gift 
from the American people, we adapted our programme to 
offer smaller, discounted relief loans to small businesses 
affected by COVID-19 restrictions. For many of these 
businesses, this funding made the difference between 
surviving and closing their doors for good. In Africa, the 
Investing for Employment GmbH (IFE), an investment facility 
created by longstanding GroFin investor KfW, committed 
EUR 5.21m in grant funding to carefully selected GroFin 
clients, helping them to overcome urgent cash flow gaps.

During 2020, GroFin continued with its explicit strategy to 
build gender capacity and a gender focus into our business. 
We are proud to have concluded this process with the 
financial assistance of FMO and the gender expertise 
of the Mennonite Economic Development Associates 
(MEDA). Today we have gender-specific business support 
toolkits, detailed gender impact reporting capabilities, 
we know much more about how to build better rapport 
with women business owners and leaders and have a 
better understanding of their unique needs for support 
and capital. In adopting an explicit gender strategy, 
we also became aware of – and addressed – areas for 
improvement within GroFin with regards to gender.

GroFin continues to address gender development needs 
across the criteria outlined by the 2X Challenge to 
empower women as entrepreneurs, leaders, employees, 
and consumers. The 2X Challenge was launched in June 
2018 as a major new commitment by the development 
finance institutions (DFIs) from the G7 countries to unlock 
resources that will help advance women’s economic 
empowerment and gender equality.

We also cannot reflect on the past year without 
acknowledging and expressing our sincere gratitude 
to everyone who has enabled GroFin to generate the 

impact outlined in this report. Without the faith and trust 
our investors and funders continue to place in us, the 
hard work and determination of our clients, and the 
dedication and commitment of our staff, none of it would 
have been possible. 

Although much uncertainty remains as the pandemic 
drags on into its second year, this does not mean that 
the current environment does not present opportunities. 
At the beginning of 2020, our industry was trying to fill the 
funding and business development gap keeping SMEs 
from growing and reaching their full potential. Now, this 
gap is undoubtedly bigger and for many businesses, it is 
no longer an impediment to their growth, but their very 
survival. The economic devastation stemming from the 
pandemic has set back years of economic and social 
development. Africa and the Middle East remain the last 
two regions globally that are likely to still be classified as 
poor by 2030. Like GroFin, other development finance 
institutions and impact-driven financiers now have an 
even more critical role to play in channelling much-needed 
capital and support to SMEs.

We see the pandemic changing the future of not only 
the way small businesses operate but also changing 
how GroFin is organised to address the needs of both 
its investors and investee clients. Many companies are 
still organised for a world that is fast disappearing – too 
slow, too bureaucratic, too siloed. The pandemic served 
to confirm this, and GroFin has embarked on a journey to 
not only transform ourselves but also to guide our SME 
clients on how to become more flexible, more organic, 
more interconnected, and more purposeful.

As we look to the future, we are perhaps more aware 

of our inability to predict what it holds than we were 

on the brink of the outbreak. But we can be quite sure 

that the entrenched and often structural economic 

challenges that characterised the difficult operating 

conditions SMEs in developing markets faced before 

the pandemic is unlikely to improve. We know that 

entrepreneurs will continue to need guidance and 

advice to navigate this environment and that they will 

continue to benefit from the opportunity to improve 

their skills and formalise their businesses. We know 

that GroFin – and the developmental support we offer 

entrepreneurs – can generate an even more profound 

impact in the years to come. 

BRIENNE
VAN DER WALT

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

JURIE WILLEMSE
CHAIRMAN
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INVESTMENT & IMPACT AT A GLANCE
Figures as at 31 December 2020

34
Investors/funders

121
Employees

824
Years of cumulative 

SME experience

US$ 540M
Raised capital & grants towards funds

* Total jobs = jobs maintained at direct financed enterprises + indirect jobs sustained
**Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% of shares and part of executive leadership (Chair person, Managing Director, 
CEO, COO, Director, etc.) of the company
*** International Labour Organisation Standard Classification of Jobs - Skill Level 1 and 2

US$ 260M
Economic Value Added during 2020

422,870
Total family members supported by 
investees p.a. (Livelihoods supported)

OUTPUT
SUCCESSFUL, GROWING SMES

IMPACT
SUSTAINED AND INCLUSIVE GROWTH

84,570
Total jobs sustained*

12%
Start-Ups invested in

3,360
Net Jobs created at directly financed enterprises**

5M+
Client individuals of directly financed enterprises 
(customers served)

210
Women-owned businesses invested in**

9,041
Women jobs maintained in directly 

financed enterprises

60%
Semi-skilled/unskilled labour***

761
No. of client organisations: SMEs

10,040
Non-financial (business) support offered to 

entrepreneurs and SMEs

US$ 360M
Disbursed in SMEs clients

27,328
Jobs maintained in directly financed enterprises

18%
Average compounded annual growth rate 

(CAGR) in revenues generated at directly 

financed and supported enterprises*

OUTCOME
INCLUSIVE EMPLOYMENT

4GroFin Annual Report 2020
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RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF COVID-19

GroFin’s business model has always been that 
SMEs require more than money to succeed. But 
while additional funding may be needed to ensure 
the survival of many small businesses affected by 
COVID-19; guidance and advice on managing the 
impact of the pandemic on their operations and 
finances can be even more critical. 

For some – especially in the markets where 
GroFin operates – additional funding is simply not 
available. For those who can access it, carefully 
considered management decisions are necessary 
to ensure the appropriate amount of funding is 
allocated efficiently within the business. The ability 
to address urgent cash flow gaps may help a 
business to survive for the moment but does not 
guarantee its longer-term survival. 

In these circumstances, the continuous business 
support GroFin provides to our clients became even 
more vital during 2020 and was our main focus 
during the year. Early in the pandemic, GroFin’s 
Impact team developed a COVID-19 Environmental, 
Social, and Governance (ESG) framework, drawing 
on international best practices. Our Investment 
team assisted and advised clients to implement the 
framework to help minimise contagion risk to their 
employees and customers. 

We then developed a bespoke Resilience Toolkit to 
guide a detailed discussion with each of our clients 
on how to protect their revenue and reduce their 
expenses. We guided each client through a rigorous 
cash flow stress test and helped them to gauge the 
expected impact of the pandemic on four aspects 
of their business: demand, supply chain, staff, and 
finances. This process also included reviewing 

expenses line by line to consider cost-cutting 
measures such as renegotiating rental agreements 
or reducing staff hours, as well as exploring 
alternatives to increase revenue, such as online 
sales.

Thanks to a COVID-19 response grant in the form of 
technical assistance from FMO, we have been able 
to extend this analysis even further. GroFin worked 
with global impact and advisory firm Palladium to 
develop a new tool to ensure investment managers 
take a holistic and structured approach to help 
clients manage risks. The tool consists of evaluation 
surveys that prompt investment managers to ask 
key questions which then determine the business 
support actions to be implemented. It includes 
a SWOT analysis and delves into factors such as 
management and financial risk, competitiveness, 
cost and human resources management, and the 
ability to adapt to changing business conditions 
using technology.

An accelerated shift to online trading and marketing 
is expected to be one of the long-term trends 
arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. GroFin 
utilised the skills of its internal marketing team to 
provide additional business support to help our 
clients improve their online presence. The team 
hosted social media marketing workshops and 
virtual consultations with clients. This free in-house 
training covered several key areas such as social 
media marketing, content marketing, website 
marketing and SEO, and are expected to provide 
our entrepreneurs with the knowledge required to 
help their businesses stay competitive well beyond 
the pandemic.

SMEs NEED 
MORE THAN MONEY  

even during a pandemic 

Highlights
GroFin wins the AGF SME Financier 
award for a second year running

GroFin was honoured to win the SME Financier 
category in the Africa Global Funds (AGF) Service 
Providers Awards for the second year in a row. GroFin 
won the same award in 2019 in recognition of our work 
in developing SMEs in Africa. In 2020, our submission 
focused on the extensive business support we have 
provided our SME clients in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The awards are organised by AGF, a leading 
monthly publication that provides coverage and 
analysis of the African asset management, investment, 
and private equity industries.

GroFin becomes a signatory to the IFC 
Impact Principles 

At the end of 2020, GroFin proudly became the latest 
signatory to the International Finance Corporation’s 
(IFC) Operating Principles for Impact Management. 
The IFC developed the Impact Principles to provide a 
global standard and reference point for assessing the 
impact management systems of investment funds and 
institutions to bring greater rigour and transparency to 
the impact investing market. GroFin views this as another 
important step as we continuously seek to improve our 
impact measurement and management framework and 
to ensure that we adhere to international best practices.

Annual survey shows an increase in 
GroFin client satisfaction

GroFin has been encouraged by the improvement in 
our clients’ satisfaction with our service as we increased 
our efforts to support them during the COVID-19 
crisis. In 2020, our annual client satisfaction survey 
showed that 78% of respondents were “satisfied” 
or “highly satisfied”. This represents a 15% increase 
in overall satisfaction with GroFin as reflected in 
positive feedback around support services, COVID-19 
support, staff professionalism, consistent follow-ups, 
responsiveness, promptness, and understanding of 
client challenges.

SGB Fund clients receive support from a 
KfW-managed facility

GroFin could provide additional financial assistance 
to some of our clients because of the support of the 
Investing for Employment GmbH (IFE), an investment 
facility created by KfW on behalf of the German Federal 
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development. 
IFE committed EUR 5.21m in relief funding to the GroFin 
SGB Fund to combat the negative financial impact of 
COVID-19 on its client businesses in Rwanda, Ghana, 
Senegal, and Ivory Coast. The IFE was established in 2020 
and forms an integral part of the German Government’s 
Special Initiative on Training and Employment.

GroFin launches COVID-19 SME Support Programme in Iraq

Thanks to the support of USAID, through a gift from the American people, we could 
adapt our existing programme under Northern Iraq Investments (NII) to offer USD 1.5m 
in financing to help small businesses in that region overcome the COVID crisis. The 
programme used an online application process and GroFin adapted its credit process 
to fast-track disbursements. At the end of 2020, NII had approved 23 businesses to 
receive relief loans through this programme, thereby enabling them to sustain a total 
of 341 jobs.
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GroFin is privileged that our longstanding relationship with KfW also enabled us 

to provide financial support to some carefully selected clients. The Investing for 

Employment GmbH (IFE), an investment facility created by KfW on behalf of the German 

Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, committed EUR 5.21m 

in relief funding to the SGB Fund to combat the negative financial impact of COVID-19 

on its client businesses. The IFE was established in 2020 and forms an integral part of 

the German Government’s Special Initiative on Training and Employment. 

The funding was used to provide grants to 26 SGB clients in Rwanda, Ghana, Senegal, 

and Ivory Coast. It includes up to USD 1.85m in interest subsidies to settle the interest 

portion of instalment moratoriums the SGB Fund has provided these clients. The key 

criteria for assigning funding to clients include the financial health of the business before 

the pandemic and evidence of how it was impacted by it, the number of jobs the 

business sustains, and its future viability.

We sincerely appreciate your professional training and wonderful 

suggestions on digital marketing and business development. 

Well done! Thanks very much Team GroFin. I can say - GroFin is 

Beyond Finance. 

Dr Anil Grover, owner of Grover’s Hospital, Nigeria – Lagos

RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF COVID-19RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF COVID-19

E C O P L A S T I C  –  R WA N D A 
EcoPlastic, a recycling business in Rwanda, collects 

88 tons of plastic waste every year and turns it into 

new plastic bags, tubing, and sheeting. GroFin 

provided EcoPlastic with financing to purchase 

modern production equipment and by the end of 

2019, Habamungu – the owner of EcoPlastic – had 

managed to grow sales by over 400% compared to its 

first years of trading. 

Then COVID-19 struck. EcoPlastic was forced to close 

for two weeks and the impact of the pandemic on its 

customers saw its sales plummet. It also became more 

difficult and costly to import raw materials. Luckily, 

the recycling part of the business does not require 

imported raw materials and could maintain production 

though at a lower level.

Although EcoPlastic’s sales started picking up again 

from May 2020, expenses like electricity and salaries 

were placing a heavy burden on its reduced cash flow. 

KfW IFE provided EcoPlastic with grant funding to help 

cover its key operational expenses, including salaries. 

EcoPlastic directly employs 54 people and supports 

another 35 who collect plastic waste.

GroFin provided Habamungu with advice to ensure 

the business remains profitable. GroFin advised him 

to shift some production teams to work at night when 

electricity costs are lower and to focus on acquiring 

more local plastic waste as raw material rather than 

relying on imports.

“Instead of losing confidence, we continued 
to focus on marketing strategies and how 
we can expand our collection areas. It 
made me realise that even if we are in 
difficult times, we will resume and grow 
the company. I am very thankful to GroFin 
and its partners for assisting us. I am very 
happy, but I think my staff are happiest.”

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT 

“I feel very lucky to have been able 
to keep my job at EcoPlastic despite 

the crisis. I am very happy and cannot 
explain the joy that I feel. There is hope.”

Nzeyimana Fidele, employee at EcoPlastic

The training has been an eye-opener. There are things that we 

failed to do but now because of the insights that we received, 

we have something that we can put in action and improve our 

social media presence which will translate into revenue. 

Mr Obado Obadoh, owner of Café Déli, Kenya

SUPPORT FROM THE 
INVESTING FOR EMPLOYMENT GMBH (IFE)

Habamungu Wenceslas, 

owner of EcoPlastic
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GroFin’s information technology infrastructure 
has always been crucial to allowing our teams to 
collaborate across vast geographies. However, in 
2020 technology became even more important as 
most companies scrambled to enable their staff to 
work from home due to COVID-19. 

GroFin was ready from a system continuity aspect 
as we migrated our systems fully to the MS Azure 
Cloud in the previous years. The challenge was to 
ensure that our staff could all connect from home 
and that those connections were secure. As it 
became evident that country after country would 

implement lockdowns, we did various simulations 
to test any issues staff experienced while working 
from home. 

Once all staff could connect from home and 
settled into the ‘new normal’, we shifted our focus 
to remotely providing quality business support 
to our clients through phone calls, webinars, 
and virtual meetings. While there was already 
collaboration and communication between 
the different GroFin country offices, in-country 
teams’ remote collaboration and management 
accelerated during the pandemic.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY 

S A B O B A –  J O R D A N
Al-Mutamayeza for Frozen Food Trading, which trades under the name Saboba, is a Jordanian wholesaler distributing 
high-quality frozen and processed meat and poultry products. When Jordan imposed one of the strictest COVID-19 
lockdowns in the world, Saboba had to cease production. Although its food products could still be sold, restrictions 
caused a drop of more than 60% in the business’s sales and a delay in payments from many of its customers.

The lockdown also took effect right at the time Saboba planned to install a new production line and its newly imported 
equipment was left stuck in customs. While nearly all activities in the country had ground to a halt, Nomou Jordan 
reached out to key decision-makers to arrange the release of Saboba’s equipment and avoid severe delays in setting up 
the new production line. Nomou Jordan also introduced the client to logistics service providers to help move and install 
the machinery and assisted the business in obtaining the necessary permits to resume operations.

Early on in the pandemic, GroFin’s Impact team developed a COVID-19 Environmental, Social, and Governance 
(ESG) framework, drawing on international best practices. Our investment team assisted and advised clients 
to implement the framework to help minimise contagion risks to their employees and customers. Businesses 
that were subject to lockdowns were contacted to gauge the level of safety measures and processes that 
were in place and guidance was provided on the importance of implementing such measures.

GROFIN ESG FRAMEWORK 
FOR COVID-19

Regular meetings with our clients are a key part of the 
continuous business support and advice we provide 
them. GroFin’s cloud-based information technology 
infrastructure meant that our operations could continue 
while staff worked from home during COVID-19 
lockdowns. We continued to support our clients during 
this difficult period through phone calls, webinars, and 
virtual meetings. 

However, we greatly value being able to advise them 
on the ground at their business premises. When strict 
lockdown measures were lifted in the second half of the 
year, we were excited to revive My Shoes Are My Office 
(MSAMO) – a groupwide initiative in which the investment 
teams from all GroFin’s offices step out to visit clients on 
the same three days. We also increased the frequency of 
MSAMO from monthly to every second week.

of clients implemented 
measures to actively 

screen employees, clients 
and other stakeholders 

upon arrival at 
business premises 

77%

of clients required 
employees to wear 

face masks and 
other adequate PPE 

at all times

100%

of clients implemented 
measures to isolate any 

sick employees and 
advised staff to 
self-quarantine 

85%

of clients implemented 
measures to ensure 

social distancing and 
installed related health 

and safety signage 

100%

of clients provided hand 
sanitisers for employees 
and other stakeholders 

and also ensured regular 
cleaning/disinfection of 

business premises

95%

The roll out of GroFin's COVID-19 ESG Framework yielded the 
following outcomes by the end of 2020:

RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF COVID-19 RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF COVID-19

“We could meet demand and maintain the brand’s reputation. The 
company was under the threat of closure. The support offered by 
Nomou Jordan meant we survived and are back in business.”Saboba

Al-Mutamayeza, owner of Saboba

BUSINESS SUPPORT SPOTLIGHT 

CLIENT VISITS



Al Majal Technical Services
Nomou Iraq Fund, Iraq

“In Nomou Iraq, I have found a like-
minded partner that is committed 
to improving the livelihoods of 
my people. Towards this end, 
the GroFin team has gone out of 
its way to help me establish my 
new business and to develop 
sustainable systems.”

Ali Agha Jaffar, owner of AMTS
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CARETECH MEDICAL, KENYA

“Women are pillars of our 
society, empowerment means 

creating opportunities for all of 
us and building a network for 

supporting each other.”

Jane Mbugua, owner of Caretech Medical

1413 GroFin Annual Report 2020www.grofin.com

* Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% of shares and 
part of executive leadership (Chair person, Managing Director, CEO, 
COO, Director, etc.) of the company

US$ 87.2M
AMOUNT INVESTED

210
WOMEN-OWNED & MANAGED* 

BUSINESSES INVESTED IN

9,041+
DIRECT WOMEN JOBS SUSTAINED

CARETECH MEDICAL
SGB Fund Investee, Nairobi - Kenya

Jane Mbugua still vividly remembers the pain and 
anguish her family went through when she lost her 
brother to alcoholism. “We didn’t know what to do 
or where to seek professional help. This experience 
motivated me to reach out to others battling with 
substance use.”

Jane founded Caretech Medical, a treatment centre 
specialising in managing addiction and other mental 
health disorders. The business employs 14 people. 

In 2019, the GroFin SGB Fund provided Caretech 
with USD 160k in financing to purchase equipment 
and help fulfil its working capital needs. Jane says 
accessing finance remains a key obstacle for women 
entrepreneurs in Kenya. “It is still a major hindrance 
as women are often marginalised and not empowered 
to venture into business. Men tend to dominate in 
decision making and leadership positions and women 
are left out of decision making.”

Jane says the continuous business support and 
guidance she received from GroFin has been very 
valuable to her business and helped her to stay afloat 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Caretech’s patient 
numbers declined by 50% during the pandemic as 
many patients opted not to seek treatment for fear of 
the virus. GroFin advised Jane on how to manage her 
cash flow and negotiate with creditors and suppliers.  

She says women entrepreneurs not only need financial 
support, but also advice and training in business 
management. “Be persistent, agile and seek help from 
institutions like GroFin to support you in realising your 
dream,” she advises.

GENDER LENS SPOTLIGHTGENDER LENS INVESTMENTS

GroFin is committed to promoting gender equality 

within our investments and our operations to achieve 

better results, greater financial inclusion, and decrease 

barriers for all. Since inception, we have invested US$ 

87,2M in 210 women-owned businesses* and helped 

to sustain 9,041 direct jobs held by women.

 

Over the past two years, GroFin has invested time 

and resources to deliberately incorporate gender 

considerations throughout our operations and 

investment mandates. As part of this process, and 

with financial assistance from FMO, we engaged the 

Mennonite Economic Development Associates (MEDA) 

to assist us in developing a gender lens investment 

strategy for GroFin. This included assessing the 

opportunities to enhance capacity and practice in 

gender equality and women’s empowerment across 

our fund operations.

During this consultancy, MEDA researched and 

analysed the demand and supply of financial and non-

financial services for women-owned businesses to 

develop an in-depth understanding of their experiences 

around access to finance, business support services, 

and issues of gender equality. They, then, assessed 

the strengths and opportunities of GroFin’s internal 

operations and its SGB Fund. Their work culminated 

in a four-point strategy to institutionalise a gender 

lens into GroFin’s operations and the development of 

gender-specific business support toolkits to guide both 

our investment and business support activities.

During the last quarter of 2020, MEDA conducted 

online training sessions for GroFin staff to orient and 

sensitise investment teams on gender equality and our 

gender lens investing (GLI) strategy. The training aimed 

to increase awareness of best practices in the gender 

lens investing field and helped staff to improve their 

understanding of women entrepreneurs’ unique finance 

and technical assistance needs in selected target 

countries. This will help GroFin to improve the delivery 

of business support to both future and current women 

clients by learning more about the characteristics, 

behaviours, and motivations of women entrepreneurs.
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The severe impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on 

Iraqi SMEs has not only hit overall employment in 

the country hard – it is also worsening the gender 

gap in employment.

A study by the International Organization for Migration 

(IOM), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 

and the International Trade Center (ITC) among 900 

SMEs across Iraq shows the employment gender gap 

exhibited at these businesses has widened by a massive 

30 percentage points. In February 2020, the ratio of 

women to men employed averaged 1 to 13. But when 

the research was conducted at the end of June, this had 

increased to 1 to 17. The SMEs surveyed also reported a 

reduction of 27% in full-time employment levels.

Luma Style, a high-end beauty and hair salon in the city 

of Erbil in northern Iraq, is a woman-owned business 

and one of the SMEs employing women which were 

forced to cut its staff numbers due to the impact 

of the pandemic. The salon – which offers a range 

of beauty products and treatments like manicures, 

pedicures, facials, massages, and waxing – was 

forced to closed in mid-March 2020 and COVID-19 

measures aimed at the beauty industry meant it could 

only reopen near the end of May. Around the world, 

industries like beauty, hospitality, education, and 

healthcare – which tend to employ a higher number 

of women – have been disproportionately affected by 

the pandemic.

Luma K, the owner of Luma Style, is Christian – a 
minority group in northern Iraq – and originally from 
Karemlesh. The residents of Karemlesh were forced 
to flee the town when ISIS seized control of it in 2014. 
Luma started her business in 2017 but says she feared 
she would be forced to close it permanently when 
the lockdown measures left it unable to generate 
any income. Luma’s turnover is likely to be 40% 
lower this year than in 2019. “Costs accumulated 
put us under immense pressure at a time when 
the business did not make any profit. I felt like 
I would have to close my business at some 
point,” she says.

Luma was forced to permanently retrench 
three of her staff members and cut salary 
payments in half. To make matters worse, 
she and her family were infected by 
COVID-19. Thanks to a relief loan from the 
NII’s COVID-19 SME Support Programme, 
Luma now believes her business can 
recover and should be able to breakeven 
at the end of 2020. “The loan will help 
me to cover rent, salaries and the cost of 
raw materials to enable me to continue my 
business and avert risks at this critical time. 
I hope to grow my business and make it 
sustainable in the long run.”

This funding means that Luma Style can 
continue to employ nine people – eight of whom 
are women. Luma’s sister, Lobna K, works as a 
hairdresser at the salon. She financially supports 
her husband and two young children.

15 www.grofin.com

LUMA STYLE SALON
Northern Iraq Investments, Iraq Luma K, owner of Luma Style Salon

 “I depend on this job for 
my livelihood and that of 
my family.”
Lobna K, employee of Luma Style Salon
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE Figures as at 31 December 2020

East Africa 10,539

CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES DURING THE LAST 5 YEARS

27,3282020

29,4572019

28,3442018

26,2732017

21,5662016

JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED 
ENTERPRISES - BY SECTOR

6%

24%

13%

22%

10%

11%
4%

1%
1%

5%

3%

Education

Food &  
Accommodation

Manufacturing

Wholesale & 
Retail

Waste Collection, 
treatment and waste 

management

Agribusiness

Electricity, gas, 
steam and air 

conditioning supply

Healthcare
Construction

Transport & 
Logistics

Professional, IT & 
Other Services

JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED 
ENTERPRISES BY REGION

Southern Africa 2,805

MENA 7,033

West Africa 6,951

JOBS MAINTAINED BY GENDER AT 
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES 

33%

67%

Women

Men

YOUTH JOBS MANTAINED AT 
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

2,968

5,391

Youth Women Jobs

Youth Men Jobs

CUMULATIVE GROSS ASSET UNDER MANAGEMENT (GAUM) OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS

US$ 163M

US$ 174M

US$ 178.2M

US$ 177M

US$ 135.9M

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

NO. OF CLIENTS ORGANISATIONS: SMES, 
OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS (CUMULATIVE)

DISBURSEMENT TO CLIENT SME ORGANISATIONS 
OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS (US$ M) CUMULATIVE

761
733

708

667

587

360
353

332

304

251

2016 20162017 20172018 20182019 20192020 2020
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Figures as at 31 December 2020

CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS BY REGION CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS PER SECTOR

28%

34%

23%

15%
Southern Africa

MENA

West  Africa

East Africa

21%24%

12%

7%
7%

10%

7%

6%

2%
2%
2%

Education

Accommodation & Food 
Service Activities

Manufacturing Wholesale & Retail Trade

Transportation & StorageHealthcare

Construction

Agribusiness

Professional, IT & 
Other ServicesWater supply; sewerage, 

waste management and 
remediation

Electricity, gas, 
steam and air 

conditioning supply

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON JOBS SUSTAINED BY GROFIN INVESTEES

JOBS LOST DUE TO COVID-19 BY DIRECTLY 
FINANCED ENTERPRISES

DIRECT JOBS LOST DUE TO 
COVID-19 BY COUNTRY

Education Manufacturing

Agribusiness

13%

3%
2%

6%

35%

26%

26%
27%

15%

14%
6%

4%
3%

2%
2%
1%

7%

5%

2%
1%

Healthcare

Wholesale & Retail

Construction

Electricity, gas, 
steam and air 

conditioning supply

Accommodation 
& Food Service 

Activities

Transportation & 
Logistics Professional, IT & 

Other Services

Rwanda
Egypt

Oman

Nigeria
Tanzania

Kenya
South Africa

Uganda
Ghana

Ivory Coast

CUMULATIVE INVESTMENTS IN  
WOMEN-OWNED & MANAGED* BUSINESSES

GENDER LENS INVESTING

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF WOMEN-OWNED & 
MANAGED* BUSINESSES INVESTED IN

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF WOMEN JOBS 
MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

Amount Invested: US$ 87.2M

24%

76%
* Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% of shares and 
part of executive leadership (Chair person, Managing Director, CEO, 
COO, Director, etc.) of the company

Women-owned 
& managed* 
businesses

Men-owned 
businesses

6,490
7,877

9,617

9,041
9,526

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

134

165

210

196

188

28% of businesses that GroFin provides 
financial and business support, is owned and 

managed by a woman*

1 in every 3 direct jobs sustained by 
GroFin investees, is held by a woman

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

DISBURSEMENT BY REGION DURING 2020 (US$)

688,826560,218 5,328,614732,007

ACHIEVING IMPACT
SUSTAINING LIVELIHOODS AND SUPPORTING ECONOMIC GROWTH

422,870 
Total Family Members Supported by 

Investees p.a. 
(Livelihoods Supported)

US$ 260M
Economic Value Added by investees 

during 2020

As at the end of 2020, GroFin investees recorded a net loss of 2,129 jobs as a result of measures imposed by local governments to 
slow the spread of the COVID-19 virus. These measures include the closure of businesses for a long period of time, restriction on the 
movement of people, goods and services, changes in household consumption patterns and disruptions in the supply chain.

SOUTHERN AFRICA MENAWEST AFRICAEAST AFRICA

OVERALL PERFORMANCE
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GROFIN CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS THE 

ADVANCEMENT OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
GroFin recognises that responsible businesses and investments, rooted 
in the United Nations (UN) universal principles, are crucial for achieving 
transformational change aligned with the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). How GroFin advances the SDGs through its investments in 
sectors of focus is depicted below.

GOALS

GOALS

Total jobs sustained.....................................................84,570

Livelihoods supported................................................422,870

Economic Value Added by Investees during 2020

......................................................................US$ 260M

Total number of external investors.................................34

Capital and grants raised towards funds.........US$ 540M

No. of technical assistance partners:....................................10

Women jobs at directly financed enterprises
.....................................................................................9,041

Disbursement:..............................................US$ 360M

No. of Client Organisations: SMEs.........................761

Provision of tailored finance and business support to all 
GroFin investees.

Agriculture, agri-processing, food manufacturing, and 
wholesale & retail of food products.

Disbursement:................................................US$ 58M

No. of client organisations: SMEs..........................150

Multispeciality clinics, daycare centres, medical diagnostic 
facilities, and manufacturing & retail of pharmaceutical & 
wellness products. 

Disbursement:.............................................US$ 24.8M

No. of client organisations: SMEs............................56

Pre-primary, primary, secondary & tertiary education 
institutions, and the printing of educational textbooks & 
other support materials. 

Disbursement:.............................................US$ 25.5M

No. of client organisations: SMEs............................54

Borehole drilling & technical services related to water 
supply, water treatment facilities, production & retail of 
bottled drinking water, and retail of hygiene products.

Disbursement:.............................................US$ 13.5M

No. of client organisations: SMEs............................31

BUSINESS ACTIVITY

BUSINESS ACTIVITY

Manufacturing & retail of energy efficient products and the 
provision of clean energy solutions (solar & LPG).

Disbursement:.............................................US$ 10.6M

No. of client organisations: SMEs............................20

Catering, camp management, camp cleaning services, 
WASH, and urgent response services for internal 
diaplaced people (IDPs) camps.

Disbursement:.................................................US$ 70K

No. of client organisations: SMEs..............................1

Construction, civil engineering services, manufacturing & 
retail of construction materials, transport & logistics, and 
telecommunications goods & services.

Disbursement:.............................................US$ 49.3M

No. of client organisations: SMEs............................86

Waste collection, treatment & disposal and the 
manufacturing of eco-friendly products.

Disbursement:...............................................US$ 8.9M

No. of client organisations: SMEs............................12



Bestever Paper industries
SGB Fund Investee, Uganda

“No other financier understood 
and satisfied our needs like GroFin 
which funded the project during 
its start-up phase and provided 
invaluable business support to 
grow our business.”

Abubaker Luzinda, owner of Bestever Paper Industries
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SGB
The GroFin Small and Growing Businesses (SGB) Fund was set up in 2014 to serve as a commercially orientated vehicle 
to provide development assistance, as well as start-up and early stage growth-capital needed to develop sustainable 
small and growing businesses.

The Fund exclusively invests in Africa, in some of the most challenging business environments globally. The businesses 
it funds generally operate in areas with a high rate of poverty, and often employ people living in poverty or provide vital 
products and services to them.

GEOGRAPHICAL EXPOSURE: 
Nigeria, Ghana, Zambia, Egypt, South Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda, Senegal, and Ivory Coast

INVESTORS AND FUNDERS

GROFIN SMALL AND GROWING 
BUSINESSES (SGB) FUND

O
U

R
 F

U
N

D
S

Performance of the GroFin SGB Fund

The SGB Fund continues to deliver long-term impact in its 
11 countries of operation despite the disruption COVID 19 
brought to the Africa economy.

Macro and micro economic factors have severely 
impacted the SGB Fund investees. GroFin acted quickly 
to assist investees with technical support to reposition 
their businesses in a turbulent environment to minimise 
job losses. 

Due to the severe impact of COVID 19, the SGB Fund 
Investors decided not to make new investments but to 
focus on the Fund's rehabilitation, and the Fund was put 
in harvest. Limited disbursements were made in 2020 to 
current investees. 

In the last year, the Fund's financial performance was 
impacted by several factors: volatility of foreign exchange, 
especially in West Africa, political risks, cross-border 
trade, and the disruption of the demand and supply chain.

The Fund's realisations maintained upward momentum. 
From 37% at the end of 2018, 48% at the end of 
2019, and 60% at the end of 2020. The impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic still weighed heavily on realisations. 
The associated liquidity constraints are still the biggest 
risk facing the Fund.

The SGB Fund is well-diversified and the investees are 
resilient to a rapidly changing business environment. 
Education and tourism are still the two most severely 
impacted industries by COVID 19, and GroFin is 
monitoring and continuously looking at solutions to 
support these clients. 

The Fund Manager's main objective is to stabilise the 
portfolio to ensure sustainability and continue supporting 
and protecting the Fund's social impact. 

GROFIN SMALL AND GROWING BUSINESSES (SGB) FUND

NOMOU JORDAN FUND (NJF)

IRAQ FUNDS

NOMOU OMAN FUND (NOF)

ASPIRE SMALL BUSINESS FUND (ASBF) 

ASPIRE GROWTH FUND (AGF)

–  NOMOU IRAQ FUND (NIF)

–  NORTHERN IRAQ INVESTMENTS (NII)
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SECTOR DISTRIBUTION - 
OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO AS AT END 2020

7%

19%

27%

7%

6%

6%

1%3%
2%

11%

11%

Education

Healthcare

Food & Accommodation

Manufacturing

Wholesale & Retail

Agribusiness

Construction

Transportation & Storage

Electricity, Gas, Steam & Air Conditioning Supply

Water Supply; Sewerage, Waste 
Management & Remediation

Professional, IT & Other Services

CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT 
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

% WOMEN-OWNED AND 
MANAGED BUSINESSES* 

SGB FUND 
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT END OF 2020

NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS: SMES

2192020

2172019

2012018

1672017

1062016

CUMULATIVE GAUM (US$ M)

98.02020

107.72019

97.02018

87.12017

44.32016

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$ M)

74.52020

58.12019

21.62018

10.42017

5.52016

13,9792020

15,9172019

14,0182018

12,2102017

8,4022016

42%2020

42%2019

41%2018

42%2017

41%2016

* Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% of 
shares and part of executive leadership (Chair person, Managing 
Director, CEO, COO, Director, etc.) of the company

Advisory Progressive College
GroFin SGB Fund Investee, South Africa
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NJF

UGANDA
CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Iganga 
SGB Fund Investee, Uganda

Iganga School of Nursing and Midwifery (ISNM) provides tertiary training for students to qualify as nurses 
and midwives. ISNM has produced over 6,000 graduates and when COVID-19 struck Uganda, it had 
925 students in attendance. It employs 82 people, including 50 women. Lockdown measures forced 
ISNM to close temporarily in March – leaving the business without any income – and it could only reopen 
in September. The school was also forced to postpone the intake of new students from July 2020 to 
next year – leaving it without its key source of revenue for the year. Despite the complete lack of income, 
ISNM had to continue to cover expenses like security and implement the necessary COVID-related 
measures to reopen. Unable to pay its staff, the school provided them with food relief packages. Due 
to the severe strain on ISNM’s cash flow, the SGB Fund has granted the business a moratorium of 12 
months on its capital and interest payments.

BUSINESS SUPPORT PROVIDED TO ISNM: 

As part of its business support to ISNM, GroFin Uganda shared a resilience toolkit 
with the entrepreneur and assisted the business with the following: 

• Evaluating its level of resilience based on four business aspects: demand, supply chain,   

 employees, and financial impact. 

• Employee management: given its inability to meet its wage bill – all employees were placed on   

 unpaid leave.

• Implementing robust COVID-19 measures to allow the school to meet the regulatory standards for  

 reopening.

GroFin kept in touch with us, providing 
encouragement and some guidance on what we 

can do to reduce our costs. The future of the 
business? I don’t know. But I know with faith 
and encouragement from GroFin, we shall be 

able to overcome.” 

David Byawaka, owner of ISNM

Performance of the Nomou Jordan Fund 

When the Nomou Jordan Fund was set up in 2014, 
nobody could have foreseen the challenges it would be 
forced to face, especially from 2018 to 2020. During this 
period, the economy was heavily impacted by the influx 
of refugees and migrants and the closure of borders due 
to the war in Syria, only to then be dealt with a heavy 
blow by the pandemic. The impact of COVID-19 is 
persisting as we move into 2021. 

Jordan imposed one of the strictest COVID-19 lockdowns 
in the world that has caused severe disruption to 
business activities. While growth was already slow and 
the economy under pressure due to the influx of refugees 
and border closures, 2020 saw unemployment levels 
reach record highs as Jordan posted its first recession 
in decades.
 
Despite these prolonged and significant challenges 
and the inevitable economic costs they carry, the Fund 
is maintaining its operations, supporting its clients 
through difficult times and sustaining new investments. 
It continues to generate positive social and economic 
impact through the jobs and livelihoods it sustains for 
both Jordanians and non-Jordanians alike.

After six years in operation, the Fund has been able to 
maintain its course and has increased its investments 
in both Jordanian and refugee/migrant communities. 
It has delivered significant impact within a challenging 
environment, worsened by a major external shock to 
both the local and global economy. While we have always 
been proud to present Jordan’s impact performance, the 
COVID-19 pandemic meant that our successes were 
harder won in 2020 than ever before.

At the end of 2020, the Nomou Jordan Fund sustained 
1,917 direct jobs, including 206 jobs held by refugees and 
migrants. The Fund’s total investments into 44 clients stood 
at USD 25.2m. In line with its focus on supporting refugees 

and refugee-owned businesses, the Nomou Jordan Fund 
now includes 12 of these businesses in its portfolio and 
its clients employ 206 refugees and migrants. As Nomou 
Jordan’s clients faced a very tough environment, the Fund 
provided them with extensive support to sustain their 
businesses and keep casualties relatively low. Our support 
even helped some portfolio companies to continue growing 
and to create new jobs. During 2020, the Fund added 416 
new direct jobs and disbursed USD 2.7m, representing 
153 jobs per USD 1m disbursed during the year. 

In this environment, helping our SME clients to create 
new jobs – or just to sustain existing jobs – required 
great commitment and resilience not only from our 
clients but also from the GroFin team, as well as the vital 
support of NJF's investors and partners during these 
unprecedented times. 
 

NOMOU JORDAN FUND

The Nomou Jordan Fund (NJF) was launched in 2014 to support the development of the country’s SME sector. It prioritises 

investments in women-owned and employment-intensive businesses to create maximum impact. The Fund’s mandate also 

includes a strong focus on investing in businesses owned by – or employing – refugees or migrants. 

INVESTORS AND 
FUNDERS
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CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Al Haramein 
NJF Investee, Jordan

Al Haramein manufactures a range of paper cups for hot and cold beverages and is partially 
owned by a Syrian refugee. Before COVID-19 struck, the business was growing rapidly, sales 
were increasing, and it started exporting to Saudi Arabia.

The strict COVID-19 lockdown in Jordan forced Al Haramein to close its factory for two weeks in 
March 2020 and it could only operate at minimal production capacity for almost three months. 
Coupled with border closures which affected exports, these measures saw Al Haramein’s sales 
declined while its shipping costs simultaneously increased. The business also struggled to collect 
outstanding payments from its clients. The NJF granted Al Haramein a 3-month concession on 
its loan repayments to overcome the gap in its cash flow.

GroFin Jordan's advice to Al Haramein, in combination with the payment concession, helped 
the client to better manage its cash flow. The business could maintain sufficient inventory levels 
without falling behind on its commitments to others. We also advised the client to switch to 
conducting all transactions possible online. In addition, we advised Al Haramein on improving its 
ESG practices and exporting to other continents to increase its sales.

“I was overwhelmed with feelings 
of anxiety and stress. GroFin was 

following up with us regularly to make 
sure we are addressing all key issues. 
We felt we had a real partner and not 

just a financier. This gave us emotional 
support above anything else.”

Basil Qassab, owner of Al Haramein

NOMOU JORDAN FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT END OF 2020

JORDAN

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION - 
OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO AS AT THE END OF 2020
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58%
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JOBS MAINTAINED BY REFUGEES 
AND NON-JORDANIAN CITIZENS AT 
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

206

NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS: SMES

CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS (US$ M)

CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY 
FINANCED ENTERPRISES

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$ M)

25.22020

22.52019

20.92018

20.42017

14.02016

14.1

1,917

2020

2020

12.1

1,501

2019

2019

7.8

1,330

2018

2018

5.2

1,422

2017

2017

3.0

1,212

2016

2016

442020

402019

352018

352017

312016
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IRAQ FUNDS
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT END OF 2020

Performance of the Iraq Funds

The COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent collapse in oil 

prices placed unprecedented strain on Iraq’s economy 

during 2020. COVID-19 hit Iraq’s oil dependent economy 

at a time when the country was already facing social and 

political tensions and still trying to rectify the damage caused 

in regions previously controlled by ISIS. Although the 

Nomou Iraq Fund (NIF) and Northern Iraq Investments (NII) 

had to operate in this extremely challenging environment, 

their investments continued to generate positive impact.

In northern Iraq, the COVID-19 crisis threatens to undo 

much of the extremely hard-won gains many entrepreneurs 

have made in rebuilding their businesses – often from 

scratch – after the damage caused when the region was 

under ISIS control.

NII quickly adapted its existing programme to offer relief 

loans to SMEs in dire need of additional funding in the 

wake of the COVID crisis. At the end of 2020, the new 

programme had approved and disbursed USD 1.2m to 

21 SMEs. The COVID-19 SME Support Programme has 

helped investees to preserve jobs and enabled them to 

honour commitments to suppliers and distributors. NII 

currently sustains 381 direct jobs and supports over 

2,550 livelihoods.

NIF also experienced a challenging year due to disruptions 

to its operations and the strain the pandemic placed on 

investee businesses. NIF disbursed a total of USD 547k 

in 2020 and to date the Fund has invested USD 8.03m 

in 13 SMEs. The Fund sustains a total of 498 direct jobs 

and ultimately 3,350 livelihoods. Its portfolio returns stood 

at 10.4% at the end of Q4 2020, still trending above the 

Fund’s target of 10%.

 

At the end of 2020, NIF and NII had disbursed and 

committed a combined USD 13.6m in funding to 39 SMEs. 

These businesses sustain 1,143 direct jobs and 7,700 

livelihoods. As the pandemic drags on, conditions will 

remain challenging for some time before economic reforms 

can be implemented and the economy can recover.

Nomou Iraq Fund 

The Nomou Iraq Fund (NIF) was launched in 2013 with 
the objective to build a strong SME sector to help rebuild 
the economic fabric of Iraq and create sustainable jobs for 
Iraqis. The Fund aims to support local content development 
to help rebuild an industrial economy damaged by war and 
embargoes and to create employment in a region where 
the fast-growing and predominantly young workforce has 
limited opportunities. 

GroFin initially started its operations in Iraq – Basra, in the 
south of the country, where the Nomou Iraq Fund has built 
up a portfolio of SME clients.

Northern Iraq Investments

GroFin, with the support of USAID under the IRAQ Middle 
East and North Africa II initiative, had launched Northern Iraq 
Investments (NII) in 2019 to provide finance and technical 
assistance to small and medium-sized businesses with a 
high propensity for job creation. 

NII aims to support local Iraqi entrepreneurs, including 
those from the minority groups most affected by ISIS, 
in rebuilding the region’s SME sector. Its purpose is to 
help grow and develop sustainable small businesses to 
stimulate economic growth, foster stability, and create 
sustainable livelihoods for the people of northern Iraq.

INVESTORS AND 
FUNDERS
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NOFNOMOU OMAN FUND

INVESTOR AND 
FUNDER

Performance of the Nomou Oman Fund 

Oman has experienced huge twin deficits and sharply rising public and 
external debt levels since 2015. In 2020, the double shock of the global 
COVID-19 crisis and the slump in oil prices only made things worse as it 
came at a time when Oman had not yet recovered from previous shocks.
The 34% drop to USD 41/bbl in the average price of crude oil between 
2019 and 2020 also severely impacted Oman’s economy. This not only 
stripped Oman of most of its government revenues while it was still 
struggling to recover from previous shocks but affected the entire value 
chain of businesses operating in the oil & gas sector. 

To curb the spread of COVID-19 and its variants, Oman closed its land 
borders until 7 February 2021. Air and sea borders remained open but 
required incoming passengers to complete the necessary PCR test and 
to self-isolate for seven days. Oman has already started a COVID-19 
vaccination programme at the beginning of the new year. 

At end of 2020, 65% of the Fund’s active portfolio clients were fully 
operational while 21% were partially operational, and 13% were closed. 
Unfortunately, the Fund reported some job losses, mainly by investees 
operating in the construction, tourism, hospitality, and education sectors. 
Despite this, the Nomou Oman Fund continued to sustain 1,603 direct 
jobs and a total of 2,400 direct and indirect jobs at the end of 2020. 
The Fund has invested US$ 29.4m (OMR 11.34m) in 42 SMEs since its 
inception and sustains 12,000 livelihoods. 

The economy is expected to rebound in 2021 as the impact of the 
pandemic gradually fades and external demand returns – which should 
also drive up oil prices and government revenues. Hopefully, the economic 
situation will gradually improve but the adverse impact of the pandemic 
on small businesses in Oman will be lasting. A true turnaround will take 
time and will require continued support. 

Through a gift to the nation, Shell first established the Intilaaqah Enterprise Fund in Oman in 2007 and it was then 

rebranded to Nomou Oman Fund in 2013. The Fund was established to benefit local entrepreneurship and Omanisation, 

which refers to the employment of Omanis by local businesses. It targets high impact sectors and aims to increase 

the number of local SMEs participating in the supply chain of large companies operating in the country. Nomou Oman 

aims to contribute to job creation, especially among the youth, through stimulating the development and growth of 

Oman’s SME sector.

“We had to balance the health 
of our employees with keeping 

our operations steady. But 
knowing that our work is 

essential to provide the required 
oxygen to save people’s lives 

has kept us positive during this 
hard time.” 

Abdul Monaem, 
owner of Sumer Gas

I RAQ
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CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Sumer Gas 
NIF Investee, Iraq

Sumer Gas produces and supplies oxygen, as 
well as other industrial gases like carbon dioxide 
and nitrogen. Located in Basra, Sumer supplies 
medical oxygen to the Health Directorate of the 
nearby DhiQar governorate. Medical oxygen is 
critical in the fight against COVID-19 and even 
more so in Iraq, where potential shortages of 
this lifesaving resource is a real concern. The 
NIF recently approved a second round of USD 
800k in financing to Sumer to strengthen the 
company’s working capital. The funds will enable 
Sumer to purchase additional supplies of oxygen 
and other gases.

Sumer received USD 600k in financing from NIF in 
2016 to purchase a gas loading truck, tanks, and 
to expand its production facility. 

The new truck allowed Sumer to transport and 
deliver gases within oilfields and with its expanded 
capacity it could win new contracts and compete 
more effectively. As a result, Sumer has seen its 
turnover grow by 106% between 2018 and 2019. 
Its staff number increased from 18 to 28 between 
2017 and 2020, with no employment losses from 
COVID-19. Abdul Monaem, Sumer’s owner, says 
the business ramped up production, even as 
curfews and other measures to curb the spread 
of COVID-19 have made it more difficult to keep 
its operations going and placed severe strain on 
many small businesses.
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CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Gulf Infotech
NOF Investee, Oman

Gulf Infotech (GI) is a cloud solutions provider, describing itself as a pioneer and market leader in 
this field in the Middle East. GI’s clients access their services and applications through the internet 
and pay monthly or annual subscription fees. In total, GI caters to over 650 active cloud customers 
and manages over 100,000 users. Nomou Oman’s equity investment of OMR 110k in GI was used 
primarily to hire additional sales staff in Oman, and open sales offices in Bahrain, Qatar, and UAE. 

The nature of GI’s business meant that it could effectively weather the COVID-19 storm. It maintained 
its sales levels by providing its customers with remote working solutions during the pandemic, 
including software to monitor remote teams. Despite initial new opportunities, the pandemic also 
created challenges as many businesses chose to delay making big investments in technology. 

GroFin Oman regularly engaged with GI on its financial accounts to monitor the performance of 
the business and actively participated in the business’s weekly and monthly management and 
board meetings. GroFin provided GI with new business leads, including by connecting them with 
businesses in our portfolio, and assisted the entrepreneur in implementing proper systems and 
manuals to manage the business more effectively. GroFin’s support has helped to improve GI’s 
sales and enhance its performance. 

“The understanding provided 

by GroFin has helped us focus 

on customer acquisition rather 

than panicking during these 

uncertain times.”

Yahya Zakir Sait, owner of Gulf 
Infotech (Oman)

NOMOU OMAN FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT END OF 2020

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION - 
OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO AS AT END 2020

1%

49%

5%

10%

Manufacturing Transportation & Storage

ConstructionProfessional, IT 
& Other Services

25%

6%

4% Education

Wholesale & Retail Trade

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$ M) CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT 
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS (US$ M) NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS: SMES

OMAN

29.42020

28.72019

27.82018

27.62017

26.42016

422020

422019

412018

412017

382016

23.92020

23.32019

19.12018

15.52017

11.12016

1,6032020

2,0512019

1,8042018

1,7812017

1,5282016

Accommodation & Food Service Activities
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ASBF
ASPIRE SMALL BUSINESS FUND 
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT END OF 2020

ASPIRE SMALL BUSINESS FUND

The Aspire Small Business Fund (ASBF) supports viable, growth-oriented, micro & small enterprises to help 

stimulate long-term economic and social development in the Niger Delta region. It was established in 2013 through 

the joint effort of GroFin and Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria (SPDC).

The ASBF gives special consideration to labour intensive sectors which create high levels of employment. The Fund also 

focuses on current or former participants of small business support programmes, such as the Shell LiveWire scheme.

Performance of the Aspire Small 
Business Fund 

To add to the economic woes of Nigeria in 2020 as the 
pandemic seriously affected the economy, the market was 
hit with news of a further devaluation of the Naira. This was 
due to the local demand pressure on the dollar, particularly in 
the period that succeeded the oil price 
crash. Also, the country witnessed a 
national #Endsars protest that caused 
business closure/distruptions in quarter 
3 of 2020.

Despite a relaxation of the pandemic 
lockdown measures in the latter half of 
2020, some businesses took more time 
to reopen while some remained closed 
due to their vulnerability and weak 
capacity to absorb the disruptions. 
Most of those that reopened are still 
struggling to stabilise as they grapple 
with liquidity, high cost of inputs, logistic 
issues, amongst others. Generally, 
business activity level remained low. 

Consequently, a greater number of ASBF clients' business 
activities continued to struggle with operational challenges as 
they came out of the COVID-19 induced lockdown period. 
The prolonged slow pick up of economic activities in most 
of the country resulted in inconsistent monthly repayments 
from clients, including some of the regular performing ones. 
Despite most of our investees being inoperative or partially 
operational during the period in 2020, the ASBF team has 
been in constant discussion with the entrepreneurs, providing 
valuable guides and tailored advice on measures to survive 
the harsh business environment induced by COVID-19. 

Hence, Fund to date, 489 direct jobs have been sustained, 
40% are female jobs, 62% are held by the youth and 67% 
of direct jobs sustained by those who are at the bottom 
of the pyramid. 59% of the Fund’s investees are women-

owned and managed businesses. 
Cumulatively, the Fund sustains a 
total of 1,220 direct and indirect jobs 
and supports 6,100 livelihoods. 
 
Expectations regarding future growth 
for Nigeria remains tepid, as the World 
Bank sees Africa's largest economy 
growing by just 1.1% in 2021, a forecast 
that significantly trails the 3% growth 
target embedded in the assumptions 
of the 2021 Appropriation Bill. The 
sluggish growth outlook was premised 
on the cracks in our economic structure, 
as industrial commodity exporters 
are expected to experience relatively 
weaker growth in Africa. 

We foresee slight improvements in both the manufacturing 
and non-manufacturing indices in the coming months, as 
economic activities increase, and we also start to see more 
growth-oriented government spending from the approved 
2021 Appropriation Bill. Nevertheless, concerns of a renewed 
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic still lingers and this could 
derail any expected recovery. 

The Fund is in harvest phase, hence, the focus is to support the 
investee clients to grow, sustain impact in their communities, 
improve portfolio quality and enhance realisations.

* Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% 
of shares and part of executive leadership (Chairperson, 
Managing Director, CEO, COO, Director, etc.) of the company

SPDC – Shell Petroleum 

Development Company

INVESTOR AND 
FUNDER

CUMULATIVE GAUM (US$ M) NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS: SMES

1.32020

1.62019

1.72018

1.82017

1.22016

542020

542019

542018

502017

362016

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$) CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY 
FINANCED ENTERPRISES

1.4M2020

1.2M2019

892K2018

523K2017

242K2016

4892020

5882019

6032018

5352017

3362016

NO. OF WOMEN-OWNED & MANAGED BUSINESSES* SECTOR DISTRIBUTION - 
OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO AS AT END 2020

19%

54%

7%

11%

9%

Accommodation and food 
service activities

Manufacturing

Wholesale & RetailHealthcare

Professional, IT & 
Other Services

322020

322019

322018

292017

212016
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AGFASPIRE GROWTH FUND

The Aspire Growth Fund (AGF) was founded in 2013 as the sister fund to the ASBF. It shares the same objectives 

as the ASBF, while focusing on larger (medium-sized) enterprises – with higher job creation potential – by providing its 

clients the local equivalent of between US$ 100k and US$ 3m in risk finance. The Fund commenced disbursement in 

2017, after overcoming initial challenges associated with market access. 

Performance of the Aspire Growth Fund 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had an extensive impact 

on the Nigerian economy and seriously affected SMEs. 

The impact of the pandemic on economic activities in 

2020 persisted as businesses struggled to stabilise in the 

face of escalating costs of doing business, supply chain 

disruptions, depletion of working capital, scarcity of raw 

materials, amongst others.  

Most SMEs are presently recovering from the impacts of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, businesses are slowly picking up 

as economic activities resume gradually in the Niger Delta.

From its inception, the Aspire Growth Fund has made 

a total of eight investments, four of which are women-

owned businesses (WoBs). A total of USD 7.96m has 

been disbursed, with a portfolio balance of USD 8.84m 

fund to date.  

Due to the prolonged effects of the pandemic on the local 

economy in 2020, coupled with the disruptions caused by 

the national #Endsars protests, Fund investees recorded a 

loss of 87 direct jobs. 

Notwithstanding, the Fund has sustained 1,013 direct jobs, 

of which 46% are held by women, 65% held by the youth 

(less than 35 years of age) and 54% held by those at the 

bottom of the pyramid. 50% of the Fund’s investees are 

women-owned and managed businesses. During 2020, 

the Fund served over 1,080 learners (70% tertiary level 

and 30% primary level students). Also, during the year, the 

Fund’s investees supported over 220 local businesses as 

their suppliers. 

The Fund went into harvest in Q3 2020, and the focus of 

the Fund going forward is to support the investee clients for 

sustainability to make further impact in their communities, 

improve portfolio quality, and enhance realisations.

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Vistatec 
ASBF Investee, Nigeria

When Akpevwe Egere Agbo did not have the 
funding needed to fulfil her dream of opening a 
furniture manufacturing business, she started 
selling home and kitchen appliances door-to-
door. It took five years before she saved up 
enough to open her furniture workshop. In 2018, 
she received USD 44, 475 in financing from ASBF 
to purchase new equipment critical to help the 
business to produce higher quality furniture at a 
quicker pace.

Vistatec produces home and office furniture and 
continues to sell home appliances. The business 
was growing before the COVID-19 pandemic 
drastically reduced its sales and turnover and 
increased the cost of raw materials. It also caused 
delays in payment from customers, placing 
additional pressure on the business’s cash flow. 

GroFin advised Akpevwe on how to manage 
her cash flow and costs effectively during the 
pandemic. This included encouraging her to 
demand 70% of the project cost from customers 
before work begins, which has reduced the bulk 
of the business’s receivables.

GroFin used our COVID-19 ESG Framework 
to help Vistatec to implement adequate social 
distancing and other measures against COVID-19 
infection. We also advised the entrepreneur to run 
shifts to reduce working hours of staff members.
As a result, Vistatec was able to retain all 7 of its 
all-female staff.

“The support has helped a 
lot. We had several phone 

discussions on staying 
focused and GroFin gave me 

tips to sustain the business 
and reduce overhead costs. 

Our future is secure. The sky is 
our starting point.”

Akpevwe Egere Agbo, owner of 
Vistatec Interiors and Furniture

SPDC – Shell Petroleum 

Development CompanyINVESTOR AND FUNDER

PORT 
HARCOURT
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ASPIRE GROWTH FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT END OF 2020

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Finehome Global Concept
AGF Investee, Nigeria

When Joseph Obiazi first approached GroFin’s 
Aspire Small Business Fund (ASBF) in 2015, 
Finehome Global Concept only operated one 
paint store in Port Harcourt. Obiazi had grown 
Finehome from a one-man, informal painting 
business but needed financing and support to 
formalise it and open another store. With GroFin’s 
support, the business had grown large enough by 
2018 to migrate to the Aspire Growth Fund (AGF), 
which provided it with a second round of funding 
to open yet another store.  

By 2020, Finehome operated four paint stores 
and four sales outlets in three Nigerian cities. 
However, the COVID-19 pandemic had a serious 
impact on Finehome as restrictions meant that the 
business was unable to trade for several months. 
The pandemic also affected the construction 
sector, depressing demand for paint products, 
Finehome’s sales declined drastically. “The 
pandemic almost crippled my business. I was 
horrified,” says Obiazi. 

GroFin supported Finehome by advising 
the business on cash flow management 
and assisting Obiazi to conduct a rigorous 
cash flow stress test. GroFin also used our 
Resilience Model to help him assess the 
impact of the pandemic on business aspects 
such as operations, supply chain, and staff. 
We shared our COVID-19 ESG Framework 
with the entrepreneur to help him implement 
adequate health and safety measures. AGF 
granted Finehome a concession on principal 
repayments and a two-month moratorium on 
interest payments.  

Although Finehome had to reduce its staff 
numbers from 25, it could still preserve 16 jobs 
(including 11 held by women). Rafael Oferemba 
has been working at Finehome for five years 
and was very grateful to keep his job as he 
supports a household of five people.

 “Everybody is feeling the effect 
of COVID. People have died 

of hunger and many have lost 
their jobs. I am very grateful 

and happy to still have a job.” 

Rafael Oferemba, 
Finehome employee

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION - 
OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO AS AT END 2020

9%

17%

29%

30%15%

Manufacturing

Wholesale & Retail Trade 

Healthcare

Education

CUMULATIVE GAUM (US$ M) NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS: SMES

8.8 82020 2020

8.8 82019 2019

5.6 62018 2018

CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY 
FINANCED ENTERPRISES

1,0132020

1,1352019

5492018

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$)

1.7M2020

749K2019

191K2018

Accommodation and food 
service activities
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Binti Africa
SGB Fund Investee, Tanzania

“My dream is to become the 
leading supplier of uniforms to the 
private and government agencies. 
Also, to export the African attires 
to foreign markets and probably 
having my boutique stores in some 
of the fashion cities.”

Johari Sadiq, Owner of Binti Africa
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WHY WE EXIST

GroFin was founded by an African serial entrepreneur who 
developed our business models based on his personal 
experience of growing his own business. Despite the immense 
contribution SGBs make to economic growth and job creation, 
they are prone to high failure rates and often struggle to access 
the financing they need to grow. These businesses are too big 
for micro-finance, too small for private equity funds, and too 
risky for traditional security-based lenders and become trapped 
in the so-called “missing middle”. GroFin provides SGBs with 
medium-term risk finance to escape this trap.  

However, GroFin also recognises that SGBs in Africa and 
the Middle East face a range of unique challenges that 
often keep them from reaching their full potential. They 
need support beyond finance to succeed. GroFin’s business 
support offering is designed to give small businesses access 
to the wider range of expertise, information, networks, and 
market linkages that larger businesses tend to access more 
easily. It aspires to help entrepreneurs build sustainable, 
profitable, and cash-positive businesses. 
  
GroFin business support addresses critical management skills in 
areas such as financial management and accounting, business 
planning, operations, sales and marketing, human resources 
planning and Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG). We 
help SGBs to grow through empowering entrepreneurs to 
overcome the complete range of challenges that keep them 
from growing into sustainable and formalised businesses that 
create lasting impact. 

WHO WE ARE

GroFin is a specialist, impact-driven SME financier. As a 
pioneering private development finance institution, GroFin helps 
entrepreneurs in emerging markets to succeed by providing 
them expert advice, continuous guidance, and financing to grow 
their businesses. We believe that a growing SME sector which 
creates sustainable jobs is the most powerful driver of social and 
economic development that truly improves people’s lives. 

Headquartered in Mauritius, we offer financing and support to SGBs 
in 14 countries in Africa and the Middle East. Our work helps to 
generate employment, strengthen value chains, and develop markets 
to bring about inclusive growth and improved living conditions in the 
low- and middle-income countries where we operate. 

GroFin focuses on small businesses operating in education, 
healthcare, agri-business, manufacturing and key services 
(water, energy and sanitation). Since its inception in 2004, 
GroFin has invested in over 761 SMEs and sustained over 
84,570 jobs. We have had the support of 34 international 
finance institutions, development organisations, and private 
funders with committed capital of nearly US$ 540 million.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Jurie Willemse
Chairman

William Morkel
Chief Financial Officer

Brienne van der Walt
Chief Executive Officer

Ashraf Esmael
Chief Investment Officer 

Middle East

Cobus Wells
Chief Investment Officer

Africa

About GroFin

OUR VISION

We aim to be the leading financial 
services institution to entrepreneurs 
of successful small to medium-
sized enterprises – a reputable 
organisation that everyone wants to 
be associated with, do business with 
and refer clients to, due to our best 
in-sector performance. 

OUR MISSION

Serving the underserved entrepreneurs 
in the small and growing business 
sector with risk capital and business 
support, helping them to realise their 
full business potential and deliver 
quantifiable social and economic 
development impact.

OUR PURPOSE

GroFin’s purpose is to develop a 
scalable, replicable and sustainable 
business model for the SME missing 
middle. Through developing successful 
SMEs at scale, GroFin aims to create 
jobs and measurable impact in line 
with Sustainable Development Goal 8: 
Decent work and economic growth.

Malan Alexis
Investment Manager: 

Ivory Coast

Femi Salami
Senior Investment Manager: 

Nigeria

Malick Soumare
Investment Manager: 

Senegal

Arigye M. Munyangabo
Investment Executive: 

Uganda

Ra'ed Adnan
Investment Executive: 

Iraq

Daniel Maginga
Investment Executive: 

Tanzania

Haytham Wagih
Investment Executive: 

Egypt

Christian Bugabo
Investment Executive: 

Rwanda

Rita Odero
Investment Executive: 

Kenya

Samuel Sedegah
Investment Executive: 

Ghana

Alfinaz Murad
Investment Executive: 

Jordan

Sami Al-Hassan
Investment Executive: 

Oman

Johan van der 
Westhuizen

Finance Executive – 
Funds and Programs

Lizel Channon 
Credit Risk Executive

Philippa Massyn 
IST Executive

Marius Ittmann
Business Support Executive

Sharmila Kowlessur
Head of Marketing

Trevor Conradie
Investment Executive: 

Southern Africa
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Risk philosophy

Risk management is fundamental to GroFin’s 

business and crucial to sustaining its long-term 

growth and reputation.

 

GroFin is exposed to a variety of risks including credit, 

operational, strategic, and reputational risk. Managing 

these risks form part of GroFin’s core capabilities.

GroFin is committed to applying international best 

practices and standards to risk management. Our 

risk philosophy is underpinned by the objective of 

shareholder and investor value creation through 

sustainable, profitable growth, in a manner that is 

consistent with shareholder and investor expectations 

of our risk-bearing capacity and risk appetite.

GroFin’s risk management approach is that risks 

are identified and managed, and returns must be 

commensurate with the risks taken, relative to our 

risk appetite. It is everyone's responsibility, within 

GroFin, to identify themselves with the company's 

declared priority of risk management and to recognise 

real or anticipated risks and take appropriate action 

to address them.

GroFin sustains a world-class risk 
management culture based on the 
following elements:

• The GroFin value system.

• An integrated, holistic risk   
 management approach to decision- 
 making.

• Proactive risk management with  
 equal attention to quantifiable and  
 unquantifiable risks.

• A risk awareness culture, inculcated  
 through risk-adjusted performance  
 measures.

• Disciplined and effective risk   
 management processes and controls  
 and adherence to standards and  
 limits.

• Compliance with relevant   
 statutory, regulatory and supervisory  
 requirements.

The most influential role players in GroFin's risk management framework are:

Board of Directors 

• The Board of Directors is appointed by and accountable to GroFin’s shareholders to lead, control  
 and monitor the business and provide effective corporate governance.

• The CEO is appointed by the board and assisted by the Senior Management to manage   
 GroFin’s business within an acceptable risk profile and achieve sustainable profits. The CEO  
 and Exco's main responsibilities include overseeing risk processes at executive level,   
 ensuring risk management and policies are approved and implemented, ensuring risk is   
 considered in long-term plans and regularly reporting on risk to the board.

• The Risk Management Function ensures an integrated and effective risk management framework  
 is established. It consists of GroFin’s Internal Audit and Regulatory Compliance departments  
 which oversee and assess risk integration across the business. 

• GroFin’s operating model is designed to obtain maximum operational efficiency from several  
 shared services and specialist functions play an important role in assisting with risk management.

Governance refers to the way the leadership and management of GroFin are organised to maximise value for all 

stakeholders. Risk governance refers to the approach that seeks to balance the demand for entrepreneurship, 

control, and transparency while supporting GroFin’s objectives through efficient decision-making.

RISK GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Risk management culture and 
environment in the Group. Risk 

management policies, guidelines, risk 
appetite and risk tolerance

Board Committees 
Exco 

CEO & EXCORisk management framework
Risk management and risk 
control departments

Risk Management FunctionGroup Specialist Functions

•  Regulatory Compliance 
•  Internal Audit

•  Group Finance 
•  Group Information Systems Technology 
•  Human Resources 
•  Group Legal 
•  Group Treasury

STRUCTURE SUPPORTED BYSUPPORTIVE OF

CORPORATE GOVERNANCERISK MANAGEMENT 

RISK MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
Risk management in GroFin is guided through these principles

Assignment 
of appropriate 

responsibility and 
accountability

Framework for 
integrated risk 
management

Protection of 
our reputation

Risk 
assessment and 

measurement

Independent 
review
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The impact figures provided in this report are based on a review of GroFin’s internally managed dataset of 761 
portfolio clients, as at 31 December 2020. Write-offs were excluded, while successful exits (including those prior 
to 2020) were included. This approach reflects GroFin’s model of ongoing business support, as well as our high 
number of repeat clients who receive successive rounds of funding from us. 

*In relation to our commitment in data reporting transparency in 2017, GroFin was subject to an Independent Limited Assurance on selected 
impact metrics (namely jobs sustained, and livelihoods improved) that was carried out by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) London. GroFin 
was issued with an unqualified (clean) limited assurance opinion on the selected key performance indicators and GroFin’s overall control 
environment and reporting process were judged to be sufficiently robust for the purpose of the limited assurance exercise. By having a 
rigorous impact management system, GroFin is able to communicate on the impact performance of its funds to its investors, key stakeholders 
and partners.

By making this data available, we are able to strengthen the evidence base of our impact investments, share lessons with others and contribute 
positively to the socio-economic problems facing the communities where we operate.

GroFin’s broader socio-economic impact (total jobs 
sustained, economic value added, and livelihoods 
impacted) is based on internal analysis. It is calculated 
using an impact estimation model developed for GroFin 
in 2016 by independent consultancy StewardRedqueen 
(www.stewardredqueen.com). The model uses GroFin’s 
clients as its starting point and estimates impact at the 
client itself as direct effects. It also estimates the ripple 
effect GroFin’s clients have on the broader economy as 
indirect effects.

GroFin acknowledges that observed and estimated 
impact, measured through metrics like total jobs 
sustained and economic value added, cannot always 
be wholly attributed to our interventions of providing 

access to appropriate finance and business support 
to SGBs. Even though GroFin is able to quantify with 
some degree of accuracy the effects (outcomes and 
impact) of our interventions (inputs) in the vast majority 
of cases, we understand that there are other factors 
like additional client funders, client activity, and market 
conditions which also contribute to the impact metrics 
we estimate and report on. Since GroFin plays such a 
crucial role in facilitating the sustainable growth of our 
clients’ businesses, we report on 100% of the impact. 
However, GroFin does not claim full credit for this impact 
and we use the words “contribute/s to”, “sustained”, 
and “livelihoods supported”, etc. where possible to best 
describe the impact of our interventions.

GroFin is an impact driven SME financier, whereby we provide financial and tailored business support to businesses 
with the intention of achieving deliberate positive social and environmental value alongside financial returns. 
As an agent of impact, GroFin remains committed in its efforts to measure and manage impact through its 
Impact Management & Measurement Framework. We believe that this framework is a core component of impact 
investing as it establishes our commitment, together with that of our investors, grant funders and partners, to the 
socio-economic contribution of our investees.

GroFin has developed and strengthened its Impact Policy over the years that define our approach towards impact 
considerations at every stage of the investment life cycle. During 2020, to further consolidate and guide our 
approach towards positive impact investment decisions, GroFin became a signatory to the International Finance 
Cooperation’s (IFC) Operating Principles for Impact Management. The structure of GroFin’s investment process 
follows the IFC’s Operating Principles for Impact Management as shown below:

Over the years, GroFin has incrementally raised the level of robustness of its Impact Measurement and Management 
Framework  which has been guided by and adheres to the following international standards and frameworks:

• IFC’s Operating Principles for Impact Management (GroFin became a signatory in November 2020)
• The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGS)
• The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI)
• Global Impact Investing Network’s (GIIN) IRIS+ Metrics
• Harmonised Indicators for Private Sector Operations (HIPSO)
• Measuring Impact and the Guidelines for Good Impact Practice developed by the Impact Working Group of the   
 Social Impact Investment Taskforce, G8 (2014)

IMPACT MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING

INDEPENDENT REVIEW

Annual reporting of GroFin impact performance and regular Independent Review*9

Quarterly and yearly 
monitoring of impact 
performance of each 
GroFin managed fund 
against set targets. 
Insight gleaned used 
in investment decision 
making process

6
Quarterly and annual 
review of each GroFin 
investee until time of exit 
and ensure all impact 
metrics have been 
captured since investment

7

Annual review of impact 
data and management 
process to identify 
challenges, bottlenecks 
and Lessons learnt

8

Guidelines, Manuals and 
tools for assessing and 
tracking impact at the 
level of GroFin

3

Process in place for 
assessing risks (including 
ESG) and potential socio-
economic impact for each

4

Quarterly monitoring of impact performance and status of 
implementation of business support action plans to mitigate 
risks identified

5

Strategic objectives 
defined in GroFin's 
Impact Strategy

1

Management of 
strategic impact 
of GroFin funds 
(Fund Investment 
Guidelines, Fund 
Financial and Impact 
Models)

2

STRATEGIC 
INTENT

ORIGINATION & 
STRUCTURING

PORTFOLIO 
MANAGEMENT

IMPACT AT 
EXIT

GROFIN'S IMPACT MEASUREMENT AND 
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

Overview of GroFin’s Impact Management System and Impact Data Collection process

GroFin’s 
Impact 

Management 
System

Defining impact 
measurement 
framework and 
impact metrics

2

Measuring resultsVerifying & 
valuing impact

4

Monitoring & 
reporting

5

Baseline client impact data 
captured at time of investment

Impact data captured in 
GroFin’s ERP system

Impact data captured through 
quarterly mandatory client visits

Captured data reviewed by 
GroFin impact team

1
Establishing an 

investment strategy & 
setting objectives

3
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Khemal Diloo

Head: Risk, Governance & Compliance

Rita Odero

Investment Executive | Kenya

In March 2020, GroFin 

took part in the official 

International Women’s Day 

social media campaign, 

#EachforEqual, with 

offices sharing pictures 

and messages in support 

of gender equality. The 

#EachforEqual campaign 

highlighted that each of 

us can actively choose to 

challenge stereotypes, fight 

bias, broaden perceptions, 

and celebrate women’s 

achievements. 

GroFin believes incorporating Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations into our investment 

decisions and risk management approach not only help our clients to build more sustainable businesses but also 

contribute to the sustainability of our own. 

•  Legal and regulatory compliance  

•  Business ethics

•  Business formalisation

•  Tax strategy

•  Supply chain management

GOVERNANCE

•  Working conditions and labour rights

•  Health and safety

•  Employee training

•  Local communities

SOCIAL

•  Climate change

•  Waste & pollution

•  Resource depletion

•  Energy efficiency

ENVIRONMENTAL

The right people in the right places

People are at the core of GroFin’s business. Our presence 

in 15 countries across Africa and the Middle East flows 

from the believe that the tailored and holistic support we 

know entrepreneurs need, can only be delivered by local 

professionals who truly understand the markets they work 

in. Our presence in different markets is, therefore, shaped by 

the need to ensure that each of our clients have access to 

hands-on advice from a qualified and experienced investment 

manager who can build a long-term relationship with them. 

As trusted advisors, our local teams help clients to confront 

each important decision, unexpected obstacle, and new 

opportunity with expert guidance. 

The need for support and technical assistance among small 

businesses in developing markets often goes beyond the 

skills of the individual entrepreneur. The SME ecosystem – 

including crucial support services to SMEs – is still developing 

and this means entrepreneurs often face additional challenges 

that larger businesses or businesses in more developed 

countries take for granted. Local staff and local networks are 

crucial to helping individual entrepreneurs overcome these 

challenges. GroFin’s ability to support our clients stems not 

only from the expertise of our investment managers, but from 

the network of partners and suppliers that we have built in our 

markets over time. 

During 2020, we continued to devote time and resources to 

improving the skills of our staff and by extension, the quality 

of the support we extend to our clients. We updated our 

Industry Expert (IndEx) Programme, which includes a learning 

curriculum, to create an expanded career path for investment 

staff and encourage specialisation and knowledge sharing. 

We also encouraged continuous learning through practical 

weekly training sessions within investment teams, as well as 

monthly webinars where in-house experts offered training on 

a broad range of topics. 

As GroFin worked to place greater emphasis on gender 

in our investment strategy, we simultaneously focused on 

fostering greater gender equality within our organisation and 

creating a work environment free from bias. We reviewed our 

recruitment process to include gender equality measures 

to ensure we balance the gender gap within GroFin while 

continuing to hire and retain the best talent. We created a 

safe reporting path for staff to report any perceived instance 

of gender discrimination or harassment. All staff were also 

requested to complete an online course on gender equality 

and inclusion.

• ESG risks and opportunities are formally assessed   
 during investee screening and due diligence  
 (pre-investment); and

• ESG best practices for SGBs are integrated into the  
 GroFin business support offering (post-investment).

ESG refers to the three areas of concern which are central to 

measuring the sustainability and ethical impact of an investment. 

At GroFin, we are committed to a high standard of corporate 

responsibility. Consequently, industry best practices and assessing 

ESG risks and opportunities are integrated into our end-to-end 

investment process as follows:  

GroFin’s ESG investment integration strategy ensures all our investees 

adhere to ESG best practices which are integrated in their operations, 

mitigate environmental risks as well as occupational health & safety 

hazards, and ensure compliance with relevant local legislation and 

operational requirements.

• 100% of clients compliant with GroFin’s ESG Policy  
 and Corporate Responsibility Undertaking

• 0% investments in prohibited/excluded activities – as   
 per International Finance Corporation’s Exclusion List

• 100% of clients formalised on exit

GroFin ESG Performance at the end of 2020

ESG risk/opportunity 
assessment integrated 
into screening/due 
diligence

Pre-investment Post-investment

ESG management & 
monitoring integrated 
into business support 
through the Business 
Support programme

ESG AT GROFIN: 
CREATING VALUE THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

HUMAN RESOURCES

Vymala Thuron

Program Development Officer



Acronyms

SME: Small and Growing Business

SGB Fund: Small and Growing Businesses Fund

NJF: Nomou Jordan Fund

NIF: Nomou Iraq Fund

NII: Northern Iraq Investments

NOF: Nomou Oman Fund 

ASBF: Aspire Small Business Fund 

AGF: Aspire Growth Fund

AGF: Africa Global Funds

SSA: Sub-Sahara Africa

MENA: Middle East and North Africa

IFE: Investing for Employment GmbH

MEDA: Mennonite Economic Development Associates

DFIs: Development Finance Institutions

IFC: International Finance Corporation

ESG: Environmental, Social, and Governance

MSAMO: My Shoes Are My Office

GLI: Gender Lens Investing

UN: United Nations

SDGs: Sustainable Development Goals

Employee wellness during trying times

Without our highly knowledgeable and committed team, 

we would not be able to create value for our clients and 

investors or to generate the positive impact on livelihoods 

showcased in this report. But as COVID-19 affected all 

aspects of our lives during 2020, many people experienced 

increased levels of stress and anxiety affecting both their 

personal and professional lives. 

GroFin was committed to supporting our staff during this 

difficult time through various initiatives. This included a 

short programme consisting of a mental resilience guide 

shared with staff, as well as two short courses to help 

them manage their personal finances and develop greater 

emotional resilience to stress. 

We also launched an internal campaign, #ChillOut, 

encouraging staff to take time out to destress and share 

pictures of the activities they chose. The campaign 

provided a platform to share valuable tips on selfcare 

and stress management, while encouraging teams to be 

sensitive to and provide support to colleagues suffering 

from mental or emotional stress.

HUMAN RESOURCES
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Isimbi Deborah Abiellah

Office Coordinator - Rwanda

Khaled Al Jundi

Investment Manager - Jordan

Mohammed Alsoufi

Investment Manager 

Erbil, Iraq

Cobus Wells

Chief Investment Officer

Africa

Philippa Massyn

IST Executive - South Africa

Olivier Rey

Senior Graphic Designer

Mauritius

Dheermul Etwareea, Shailen Kanhye & Jatin Conhyedoss

Finance Team - Mauritius
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#ChillOut
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Address: 9 | Uniciti Office Park | Bambous, 90203 | Mauritius 

Telephone: +230 452 9156

Email: media@grofin.com

www.grofin.com

Olerai School
SGB Fund Investee, Kenya


